platform id.
Compared to other communications and compliance platforms on the
market, Platform id. stands alone for increasing efficiency and reducing
costs. The singular product features Issuer Direct’s cost-effective,
cloud-based Disclosure Management System, a premier newswire service
with an analytics tracker, an investor targeting service and custom investor
relation feeds. There’s no other communications and compliance platform
on the market with this number and caliber of features and services.

Newswire
Hear this: No other outreach platform is as effective and cost efﬁcient.
Step right up to our premier global provider of news and communications platforms, and effortlessly send
your company’s press releases to targeted stakeholders and financial markets. Our flat-fee model makes us
the most cost efficient of the four major newswires in North America distributing FD Disclosure compliant
news releases. Plus, Accesswire has distribution channels that are aligned with the Investor Network and
Investor Calendar and offer real-time engagement analytics.

Disclosure Reporting
Create, review, validate and ﬁle in real time with the real deal.
The Disclosure Management System empowers users to efficiently and effortlessly create, manage, import,
edit and file EDGAR and XBRL documents with the SEC — all from the convenience of a browser. Platform id.
intuitively guides users from start to finish and provides stakeholders valuable activity notification along the
way. The unique rendering engines quickly and accurately convert existing HTML and office content into
standards-compliant documents for filing. Using the progressive in-browser WYSIWYG HTML5 editor, users
can easily author content and make changes as needed.

Investor Targeting
Build strong relationships with real investor intelligence.
It’s no secret that Classify is the industry-leading cloud-based media, advisor and investor targeting software.
You can access the most robust database of media professionals in the industry, tailor information and
analytics tools to your needs and instantly compare your company’s performance using real-time analytics.
Leveraging knowledge Issuer Direct has acquired from being in the investor intelligence and outreach
business for more than two decades, Classify is setting the bar high in corporate communications.

Earnings Event
Plan for event success with a platform that rises to the occasion.
Why lose valuable time waiting for URLs and toll free numbers? You’re invited to instantly schedule your
next earnings event, investor conference or special event. Anytime and from any device, stakeholders can
pre-register for an event, invite others through social media, and access live and archived events, press
releases and stock quotes. An event expert will assist in managing your project from start to finish, ensuring
the event is received as intended.

Stock Transfer
Make a risk-free move that pays off.
In the market for a new stock transfer agent? We offer the industry-leading end-to-end solution and have
the track record — safely maintaining the records for hundreds of thousands of shareholder accounts over the
last decade — to prove it. Because we’re committed to safeguarding all transfer information, we go above
and beyond the SSAE16 (SAS70) certified process.

IR Websites / Feeds
Make an impression on potential investors.
When potential investors land on your company’s Investor Relations page, they’re searching for trusted
information. Need to refresh your page? Want greater control over what’s posted? Connect with our
seamless and visually compelling platform and feeds. Our technology is more flexible and customizable
than any other system in the industry. Plus, every portal we build is securely monitored 24 hours a day.

Hotline Reporting
Go above and beyond the call of duty.
Today’s markets demand greater responsibility. Demonstrate your commitment to your shareholders, vendors
and employees by connecting with one of the largest hotline providers in the world. You can customize our
fully integrated, web-based report capture systems to be automated or feature a live specialist. You can also
include a whistleblower platform to quickly fulfill financial document requests and deliver vital FAQ-based
intelligence while simultaneously capturing vital shareholder information. The many choices are yours.
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